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Abstract

Both hierarchical plmming and analogical phm-
ning (:a~l separately reduce the amount of search
a planner must perform to find a solution to a par-
titular problem. We believe that these two meth-
ods cazl bc integrated mtd that the combined plan-
ner will have ,-m even smaller average search space
them either method would produce ahme. In this
work: we present our ideas for integrating the two
met hods; focusing on the opportunities for benefi-
cial interactions between analogical plazming and
hierarchical plamfing.

Introduction

Planning---determining a sequence of actions which ac-
complishes a particular goal--is a cruci~fl part of intelli-
gent beimvior. Unfortunately, existing planners exam-
ine an exponential number of nodes to discover their so-
lution. Pla~lning researchers havt, explored many teda-
niques ttl improve planning o.fficiency; sonm have even
suggested discarding deliberative planning in favor of
reactive planning. However, relatively little work com-
bines two different metltotls of rotlucing delil)erative
search.

We describe two popular methods of ro.ducing search;
hierarchical plazming focuses first on critical, difficult-
to-achieve conditions aaM then focuses on less diffi-
cult conditions. Analogical planning identifies "similar"’
problems which the planner has encountered before mid
adjusts an old plan to cover tim new situation. After
summarizing each approach, we describe how tile meth-
ods may be cornbined, yielding a hierarchicM analogical
planner. Hierarchical l)lanning comi)lenmnts anMogicM
lflanning by focusing tim search for an adequate ba,se
case as well as providing efficient seardl if the plan-
ner must use fi’om-scratch planning. Analogical plml-
ning comph,rnerlts hierarchical planning t)y finding ex-
isting cases which satisfy the abstract or "har(t" con-
ditions, allowing the hierarchical planner to avoid or
rt,ducc search for some or all of its abstraction levels.
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Analogical Planning

An,fl/)git:al or cast.,-based planners use a lil)rary ,.)f pre-
viously generate(t plans. When confronted with a prob-
lem, analogicM planners identify "similar" problems in
the library. A base plan is retrieved anti adjusted to ac-
count for differences between the original tn’oblem aald
the curro.nt problenl. Often, ttlc mmlogical planner in-
corporates generational planning to account fi)r goals
in the new prolflem left unsolved by the retrieved pbm.
The plazmer may det:ide to store its new solution in the
plan library.

Plan Storage

Planners using derivational analogy store se~m~h traces
iderltifying choices the planner made which led to the
solution (Carbonell 1986). For new problems, tile plan-
ner replays the trace and hopefully rnakes only minor
a~lditions accounting for the new situation. Deriva-
t iomfl analogy has been used IW both state-sl)ace and
plan-space planners.

Plan Retrieval

An analogical t)lanner must decide which of its stored
plans is best suited for a new prolflenL This decision is
often difficult; in addition to finding a suitable mapping
bctwet,n the old problem and the new problem, the old
l)lml nlay not successflllly solve its subgoals in a new
context. Explaalation-based learning is sometimes used
to det ermine if a given case may be successfully adapted
to a new situa.tion (Ihrig & Kambhmnpati 1995).

Plan Adaptation

Ideally, amflogical plarme.rs are able r.o find a vMkl so-
lution even if the retrieved plan is not applicM)le to
the new sil.uation. Hanks and Weld have developed
SPA (Systematic Plan Adaptor) to address tiffs prob-
lem (Hanks & Weld 1995). SPA views the retrieved
plan as a node-not the root in a search troe. If the
retrit:vcd plan is applicable to the new situation, search
contimms "’downward’" as the planner adds steps ,’orre-
spending to new goals not considered by the retrievt,d
plan. If the retrieved plan is not applicable, the planner
retrac.ts some of the choices made for the original plan
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and moves "upward" toward the root of the search tree.
The root of the search tree represents the empty plan;
the planner retracting to the root represents the need
for from-scratch planning. SPA finds solutions even if
it retrieves an inapplicable base plan.

Plan Generalization
Once the planner h&q generated a new solution, it
must decide whether or not the new problem is suffi-
ciently novel to warrant saving in the plan library. If
so, the planner should generalize the solution so that
it may be applied to as many- situations as possible.
Veloso uses explanation-based generalization to gener-
alize plans (Veloso & Carbonell 1990).

Hierarchical Planning
Hierarchical planners divide a domain into abstraction
levels. Hierarchical planners first find an "abstract" so-
lution for part of the planning problem, then proceed
to lower abstraction levels to refine its solution by in-
corporating additional details. In abstraction level 0,
or the ground abstraction level, the planner considers
all remaining subgoals.

Forming Abstraction Levels

Intuitively, domain predicates in the highest abstrac-
tion levels represent the most crucial or most difficult
portions of the domain. Traditionally, users of hierar-
chical planners explicitly assign predicates into abstrac-
tion levels; however, some systems form abstraction hi-
erarchies automatically (Knoblock 1994).

Abstract Plans
Hierarchical planners begin by searching only those
predicates in the highest abstraction level. Thus,
the planner considers fewer preconditions and possi-
bly fewer plan operators in its abstract search space.
Once the planner has an abstract solution, it adds ad-
ditional subgnals and proceeds to a lower abstraction
level. Modern hierarchical planners use "monotonic re-
finement" meaning that the planner may not undo work
performed at a higher abstraction level (Woods 1991).
Not all abstract solutions can be successfully refined;
the planner can backtrack to a higher abstraction level
and find a different abstract solution. Some domains
have the "downward refinement property"; abstract so-
lutions in these domains can always be refined if the
problem has a solution at all.

Search Reduction in Hierarchical Planning

Hierarchical planners reduce the anmunt of search per-
formed by dividing the problem into mostly indepen-
dent search spaces. A conventional planner solving a
problem with an s-step solution will explore a single
search tree with a depth of at least s. In contrast, a
hierarchical planner with n levels of abstraction hopes
to explore n search trees, each of which has a depth of
only sin.

Hierarchical Analogical Planning

We believe hierarchical planning and analogical plan-
ning can be successfully combined to yield a hierarchi-
cal analogical planner. Such a planner would follow- the
same process as an analogical planner, but hierarchical
planning would affect several steps. Similarly, the plan
generation portion of the planner would have the same
search characteristics as conventional hierarchical plan-
ning, except that each abstraction level would have a
proposed solution ready for replay or revision.

Plan Storage

Like ordinary deri,~tional-analogical planners, our sys-
tem will store the sequence of choices the planner made
on the search path to the solution. Since our planner
is a hierarchical planner, this search trace will begin
with choices involving the most abstract goals. In ad-
dition, the trace identifies when the planner has found
an abstract solution and changed the abstraction level.
The stored trace, as always, reflects the process used to
generate the plan solution; in this case, the process is
hierarchical planning.

Note that the choices are stored in the order that the
planner made them. Since we use a partial-order plan-
ner, the order of the steps in the finished plan is inde-
pendent of the order in which the steps were first added
to the plan. Thus, the planner could, after performing
replay, add a new step to the plan and constrain the
step to occur between two steps added during replay.

Case Retrieval

Correctly identifying and instantiating a stored plan
challenges analogical planners. If a new, plan mentions
n objects and a possible stored plan mentions k objects,
finding the optimal mapping between the two plans may
take up to (~) steps (Hanks & Weld 1995). As explained
in the next section, hierarchical planning can greatly
reduce this cost.

In addition to reducing the cost of analogical map-
ping, hierarchical analogical planning can also help
choose between two competing plans which both offer
partial solutions to the current problem. If two dif-
ferent library plans each solve two goals but leave one
unsolved, which one should we select? This choice is
difficult for traditional analogical plmmers, but hierar-
chical analogical planners offer a heuristic. Assuming
that conditions in a high abstraction level are more dif-
ficult to achieve than conditions in lower abstraction
levels, our retriever should prefer a library plan which
completely solves goals in a high abstraction level (but
does not solve any in a low abstraction level) to a plan
which partially solves goals in both high and low ab-
straction levels.

Plan Adaptation

Like conventional replay, hierarchical analogical plan-
ning uses the retrieved plan to solve portions of the
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problem and uses generative planning to solve addi-
tional goals. Methods similar to the Systematic Plan
Adaptor (:an be applied to each abstraction level and
ensure that the planner will find a solution even if the
retrieved plan does not apply to the new situation.

Specifically, SPA (Hanks & Weld 1995) views the re-
trieved plan as being one node (not the root) of a search
tree. Thus, if the planner does not find a solution by
refining the retrieved plan, it can perform backtrack-
ing over the choices made when the library plan was
first performed. When SPA backtra(~s, it will identi~,
an "exposed" choice to retract. A choice is exposed if
no other plan choice depends on it. For example, if
the planner adds a STACK operator to achieve "(ON
A B)" and then adds an additional ordering constraint
to satisfy the |)reconditions of the STACK operator, the
ordering decision prevents the add-operator action from
being exposed.

Our pl~mner adapts the SPA approach to hierarchi-
c.al planning. Specifically, we begin at the highest ab-
straction level by forming two (:epics of the portion of
the library plan pertaining to t.he most abstract cortdi-
tions of our new problem. One copy is refined normally
to account for goals umnet by the library plan. The
other copy is marked for retraction (SPA puts this l)lan
in an ’:up" queue). If the refinement search does not
progress toward a solution, the planner backtracks over
the retraction node, undoing one of the choices made
in the original library plan. The planner can continue
backtracking until it reaches the original, empty plan
corresponding to the root of tile search tree.

On the other hand, the original retrieved phm may
lead to an (abstract) solution. In this case, like or-
dinary hierarchical planners, our planner reduces the
abstraction level. When this happens, the planner at-
tempts to re-apply the plan choices made in the library
plan which relate to the imw (lower) abstraction level.
Again, the planner makes two t:opies of the initial node
of the lower abstraction level, allowing it to retract un-
refineabh~ (:ht)it:es made in this lower abstraction level.

Hierarchical planning assurnes that conditions in the
highest abstraction levels are the most diificult to
adfieve. If this assumption means that these conditions
arc the most likely to fail in new circumstances, then a
hit:rarchical analogical planner can more quickly recog-
nize when a library plan is unlikely to apply to the. new
situation. The hierar(’hit’al anak)gical lflanner ftwuses
first on the most difficult portion of the+ plan and only
atteml)ts to reuse the "easy" part. of the library plan if
the abstraction portions successfitlly applied to the new
situation. In contra,st, a (’onventionai analogical plan-
ner may expend (’onsider~fl)le effort before r~,alizing that
the library plan is inapplicabh+’ t.o tim new situation.

In addition, if tim planner nntst use from-scratch
planning to solve a problem, hierarchical plamfing can
reduce search coral)areal to non-hicrarchical generatiw,
planning.
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Plan Generalization

As before, if the planner decides that a new case is
’:sufficiently different" to add to its library, the plan-
ner will generalize the solved plan. Unlike before, the
planner can generalize the solution fi)r each abstraction
level sepat’ately; +ffter "all, the planner may later wish
to reuse an abstract sohttion and this type of reuse will
usually be more applicable than reuse of the entire phm.

Since multiple plans may share the same abstract so-
lution, the plan can be stored in a tree structure. This
tree reduces the ainount of matc.h a hierarchical ana-
logi(:al planner must pc(form to identify an applicable
plan.

Hierarchical Matching

Consider a conventional analogic’,d plannt’r trying to
solve a problem in the Towers of Hanoi domain. Af-
ter a few iterations, our t)]atmer nmy have built the
small case tilt+ + shown in Figure I. Case 3, for t~xamph’.
shows that. the planner knows how to solve thr, tn’obh~m
with an initial state in which the small disk starts <m
a particular peg and the medium and big disk st+Lrt on
the same peg (different from the peg used by the small
disk) and with a goal state in which thu medium and
big disks are movvd to the peg irdtially uccupied t~y the
snmll disk. which should end up on yet a third peg.

Now, suppose the l)lanner is f’a~’ed wil.h a. l)r[)lflern
with the initial state of "(on-big peg-3) (on-medium
peg-3) (on-small pegl)" and a goal state ()f "(on-big
peg-l) (on-medium peg-l) (on-small peg2)." ()ur 
net’ nmst consider each ~)f tile four cases and identify
which case (and whi<:h bindings) will (,ttsur(, the closest
match. Sl)ecifically, our planner lirsl finds those cases
giving tile best match for the goal state. If two or more
cases are tie(l, the planner identifies which of the ti(,d
cases best matches the initial st.ate. For each case, our
planner will try to match the. three go?d condit ions with
the three goa.ls of the new problem. After studying finn"
(’asPs, each tJf which has three goals n(.oding m+d.(:hing,
our planner will conclud¢~ that C+L~(’ 3 giw,s tim bt.sl
Inatch, with ?A matching peg-3. ?B matching peg-I,
and ?C matching peg-2 .

In contrast, our hierarchical analogical planner st.oros
its cases in a tree ~L~ shown in Figure 2. When our hier-
archical planner tries to the same new l)r(~l)lent, it 
gins by considering only the most abstract gcml----(otl-
big peg-l). Our planner then performs matching on
the most abstra(’t pt)rtions of the ¢’a,~o tilt,. In our c~x-
ample, all of our cases share tim same conditi<ms at the
highest abstraction level, so our hierarcltic’+d attalogic’al
mat+’her quickly (h~citles that ?B should map to p(,g-l.
The trtatcht:r the.n considers the case I)()rticms in 
next lower abstraction level. Each +’hiht nt)<h~ <’(mtains
the same goal (with ?B alreatly b,uml to peg-I), so the
mat(her considers the initi,’d spates of each tied nmlch.
Ba.scd on initial states, the nJatchcr prt.f<~rs tim right
subtree and binds ?A to peg-3. Fim, lly, tlm match(,r
considers the least abstract contlitiuns, and prt,fers C, astr



I
IS: (on-big ?A) (on-medium ?B) (on-small 
GS: (on-big ?B) (on-medium ?B) (on-small ICase: 1

IS: (on-medium ?B) (on-big ?A) (on-small I
GS: (on-small ?B) (on-big ?B) (on-medium 

ICase: 2

IS: (on-small ?B) (on-medium ?A) (on-big 
GS: (on-medium ?B) (on-small ?C) (on-big 

Case: 3

IS: (on-small ?A) (on-big ?A) (on-medium 
GS: (on-small ?B) (on-medium ?B) (on-big 

ICase: 4

Figure I: Traditional Analogical Index File

IS:
(on_~ll~@A

GS~
i( on-smal i~

IS: (on-small
GS: (on-small ?B))

IS: (on-medium ?A)
GS: (on-medium ?B)

: (on-small ?B)
GS: (on-small ?C)

: 3

I~e: (on-small~

GS (on-small
4

Figure 2: Hierarchical Analogical Index File
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3 over Case 4 based (m goal-nlapping, with the final
binding of ?C to peg-2.

Our hierarchical marcher never fixlly examined cases
l or 2. These cases did not match as many abstract
conditions as cases 3 and 4, so the planner (lid not con-
sitter them further. Our hierarchical matt’her consid-
ered matches for tile (on-big ?B) goal only once, while
the conventional matcher ha~l to match this goal for
each case. Finally, for a given case, our conventional
Ifla.nner performed matching three times, each tinm bc-
tween gems with only one con(lition; our conventional
mat(’her, in contrast, performed matching only once
with goals containing three conditions.

Conclusions and Future Work

We believe hierarchicM planning and analogical plan-
ning can be combined beneficially. Hierarchical plan-
ning reduces the matching prot)lem in case retrieval and
helps organize the ease library. HierarchicM planning
offers a nmthod of discrinfinating among plans which
each offer partial solutions by I)referring plans which
solve abstrax:t goals to plans which solve concrete goals.
Analogical planning helps hierarchical planning by pro-
viding partial solutions for ea(’~l abstraction level. Com-
pared to a norl-hierarchical analogical planner, a hier-
archical analogical planner may more quickly recognize.
that a retrieved plan in inapplicable to the new situa-
tion; if the planners nmst t)erfi)rm from-scratch search,
hierarchical planning can reduce the sear(~ space size.

We will implement our ideas using a modified ver-
sion of the SNLP/SPA planner (H~mks & Weld 1995;
McAllester & Rosenblitt 1991). We intend to compare
the cost of conventional plan retrieval to hierar(~ical
plan retrieval and compare the costs of analogical plan-
ning to (from-scratch) hierm’chi(’al lflanning.
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